A measurement of the beam-spin asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of pions produced in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering off protons is presented. The measurement was performed us-
ing the HERMES spectrometer with a hydrogen gas target and the longitudinally polarized 27.6 GeV positron beam of HERA. The sinusoidal amplitude of the dependence of the asymmetry on the angle φ of the hadron production plane around the virtual photon direction relative to the lepton scattering plane was measured for π + , π − and π 0 mesons. The dependence of this amplitude on the Bjorken scaling variable and on the pion fractional energy and transverse momentum is presented. The results are compared to theoretical model calculations. Single-spin asymmetries (SSA) in semi-inclusive deepinelastic scattering (SIDIS) are known as a powerful tool to probe the partonic structure of the nucleon. If the orbital motion of the quarks is neglected, the structure of nucleon can be described in the leading twist by 3 parton distribution functions (PDF) defining the momentum f 1 , helicity g 1 , and transversity h 1 distributions. The observation of different azimuthal asymmetries and, in particular SSAs were an indication of a more complex inner structure of the nucleon. Those effects were recognized to be due to correlations of spin and transverse momentum of quarks and/or hadrons and appear as moments of the azimuthal angle between scattering and production planes. The sin φ azimuthal moments contain contributions from different chiral-odd and/or naïve time-reversal-odd (T-odd) distribution and fragmentation functions, arising from interference of wave functions for different orbital angular momentum states and final state interactions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Experimentally correlations between spin and transverse momentum either in the initial target nucleon (e.g. the Sivers mechanism [11] ) or in the fragmentation process (e.g. the Collins mechanism [12] ) result in an asymmetry of the distribution of hadrons around the virtual photon direction. Asymmetries are attractive observables as they are expected to be less sensitive to a number of higher order corrections than cross sections measured in SIDIS [13] . SSAs in production of pseudoscalar mesons were studied with both longitudinally [14] [15] [16] and transversely [17, 18] polarized targets. Recently, SSAs have been observed also in SIDIS with longitudinal polarized beams and unpolarized targets (in the following refered to as beam SSAs) [14, 19] .
Under the assumption of factorization [20, 21] , the general expression for the SIDIS cross section σ can be given as convolutions of distribution functions f H→q (DF), elementary hard scattering cross section σ eq→eq , and fragmentation functions D q→h (FF),
In the particular case of a longitudinally polarized beam (L) and an unpolarized target (U), and in the limit of massless quarks, the differential polarized cross section
In Eq. 2, e is a chiral-odd twist-3 unpolarized DF [25] that can be related to the pion-nucleon σ-term, which in its turn is related to the strangeness content of the nucleon [26] . The T-odd DF e is convolved with the twist-2 Collins FF H ⊥ 1 , which also appears in longitudinal and transverse target-spin asymmetries [17] . Another contribution is given by the twist-2 DF h ⊥ 1 (Boer-Mulders DF [8] ), which is interpreted as representing the correlation between the transverse spin and intrinsic transverse momentum of a quark in an unpolarized nucleon. Here it is convolved with the twist-3 chiral-odd FF E [27, 28] . The remaining terms contain the twist-3 DF g ⊥ and FF G ⊥ convolved with the unpolarized FF and DF, respectively. The DF g ⊥ can be directly accessed through a measurement of the beam-spin asymmetry in jet production [22, 29] . Since the beam SSA has no leading-twist contribution (cf. Eq. 2) it is expected to be accessible only at moderate values of Q 2 .
In this paper we present a measurement of the beam SSA for charged and neutral pions produced in SIDIS at HERMES during the years 1996-2000. The results presented supercede a previous HERMES measurement of the beam SSA for π + [14] by almost doubling the statistics, which allowed the extraction of the kinematic dependences of the beam SSA on z, x and P h⊥ and the addition of a measurement for π − and π 0 mesons. The experiment used the polarized positron beam of the HERA accelerator and a hydrogen gas target. Positrons with an energy of 27.6 GeV were scattered off hydrogen nuclei in an atomic gas target [30] . The beam was polarized in the transverse direction due to the Sokolov-Ternov effect [31] . Longitudinal orientation of the beam spin was obtained by using a pair of spin rotators located before and behind the interaction region of HERMES. The beam helicity was flipped every few months. The beam polarization was measured by two independent HERA polarimeters [32] and had an average value of 0.53 with a fractional systematic uncertainty of 2.9%. The target mode was either unpolarized or longitudinally polarized with a fast (90 s) helicity flip. The resulting target polarization in the analyzed sample was −1.3 · 10 −4 , which is consistent with zero and was safely ignored in the analysis. The scattered positrons and associated hadrons were detected by the HERMES spectrometer [33] . Positrons were distinguished from hadrons by the use of a set of particle identification detectors: a transition-radiation detector, a preshower radiator/hodoscope, a thresholdČerenkov detector (upgraded to a RICH detector [34] in 1998) and an electromagnetic calorimeter [35] . The average positron identification efficiency exceeded 98% with a hadron contamination in the positron sample below 1%. Several kinematic requirements were imposed on the scattered positron, namely 1 < Q 2 < 15 GeV 2 , 0.023 < x < 0.4,
For identification of charged pions theČerenkov and RICH detectors were used during the corresponding data taking periods. To assure reliable identification of pions in both detectors the momentum range of 4.5 < P < 13.5 
GeV was chosen.
Neutral pions were identified requiring two neutral clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeter with energies above a threshold of 1 GeV. A peak around the π 0 mass of 0.135 GeV with a resolution of about 0.012 GeV was clearly observed in the invariant mass M γγ distribution of all photon pairs. Neutral pions were selected requiring 0.11 < M γγ < 0.16 GeV. By fitting the M γγ distribution with a Gaussian plus a polynomial of third order, the combinatorial background was estimated to be up to 35% in the lower-z region and negligible (< 5%) for z > 0.5. A momentum cut of P > 2 GeV was used to reduce the low-energetic combinatorial background. The spatial granularity of the electromagnetic calorimeter imposes an upper limit of about P < 15 GeV on the π 0 momenta.
The dependence of the cross-section asymmetry on the azimuthal angle φ was extracted as
where |P B | is the average absolute luminosity-weighted beam polarization, → (←) denotes positive (negative) helicity of the beam and
is the number of selected events with a detected pion for each beam spin state normalized to DIS. The cross-section asymmetry dependence on φ for π + mesons is shown in Fig. 2 at mid-z range with mean kinematic values (0.5 < z < 0.8): z = 0.62, x = 0.10, Q 2 = 2.55 GeV 2 , and P h⊥ = 0.45 GeV. Fourier amplitudes were extracted with fits using the functions p 1 · sin φ and p 1 · sin φ + p 2 · sin 2φ, also shown in the figure. For both fits the resulting asymmetry amplitude A sin φ LU equals 0.020 ± 0.005. The amplitude A sin 2φ LU is compatible with zero.
The amplitudes A sin φ LU for all pions are shown in Fig. 3 and Table I as a function of z, x, and P h⊥ . Three regions in z are considered: the low-z (0.2 < z < 0.5), the mid-z (0.5 < z < 0.8), and the high-z region (0.8 < z < 1). In the latter region the contributions of exclusive processes become sizeable. The distributions of A sin φ LU in x and P h⊥ are extracted for the low-and mid-z regions separately and presented as open and full circles, respectively.
The sources of systematic uncertainties are the beam polarization measurement with an average relative uncertainty on the asymmetry of 5.5%, radiative processes, acceptance effects, asymmetry amplitude extraction method and the hadron identification efficiency. The combined systematic uncertainty, excluding the contribution from the beam polarization measurement, was evaluated by Monte Carlo studies and found to be less than 0.005 in total.
For the determination of the π 0 asymmetries, the asymmetry of the combinatorial background A bg LU was measured outside the mass window of the π 0 peak and found to equal about 0.03 on average. Since the contribution from the combinatorial background is negligible in the mid-and high-z regions, a systematic uncertainty due to combinatorial background subtraction adds to the total systematic uncertainty in the low-z region reaching 0.007. The measured asymmetry A meas LU was corrected in each kinematic bin using the equation
where N meas and N bg are the number of photon pairs in the region considered in the invariant mass distribution and uncorrelated photon pairs, respectively. The amplitude A sin φ LU for π + mesons is found to be positive on average. It is compatible with zero in the low-z region and exhibits a rise to values of about 0.02 for increasing z. The x and P h⊥ dependences of the amplitude are consistent with zero in the low-z region whereas in the mid-z region they decrease at large x and P h⊥ .
The amplitude A sin φ LU for π − mesons is consistent with zero in the whole z range, with fluctuations around zero in the x and P h⊥ distributions.
The asymmetry for π 0 mesons is positive and of the order of about 0.03 in the whole z range except in the highest and lowest bins where the asymmetry is compatible with zero. The dependence of the asymmetry amplitude on x is weak while for P h⊥ the amplitude decreases at higher P h⊥ .
Semi-inclusive pion production (ep → e ′ πX) with an underlying mechanism of quark fragmentation is diluted by exclusive vector meson (VM) production which can contribute significantly in certain kinematic regions at HERMES. In Fig. 4 (lower panel) the relative contribution of exclusive VM production in the semi-inclusive pion sample is shown as obtained with the Pythia Monte Carlo generator tuned for HERMES kinematics [36] . The VM contribution increases with z from about 4% in the lowest z-bin to approximately 40%(60%) in the highest z-bin for the π + (π − ) mesons. The π 0 meson sample is less contaminated with VM decay products since the ω meson production rate is very small at HERMES energies; hence its contribution to the π 0 sample does not exceed 5% in the kinematic range considered.
To assess the effect of the exclusive processes, the amplitude A sin φ LU has been extracted for pions identified as decay products of exclusive ρ 0 mesons in the data, and compared with a Monte Carlo simulation based on the VMD model and spin-density matrix elements extracted from HERMES data [37] . The asymmetry as a function of z extracted for π + from the Monte Carlo and the data is presented in Fig. 4 A similar measurement [19] has been performed for π + mesons by the CLAS collaboration at JLab at a lower beam energy (4.3 GeV), higher average x ( x ≃ 0.3) and lower average Q 2 ( Q 2 ≃ 1.55 GeV 2 ). The comparison of the HERMES and CLAS measurements of A sin φ LU as a function of z is shown for π + in Fig. 6 . No correction for VM contribution was applied. In order to account for the different kinematic ranges of the two experiments, both A sin φ LU amplitudes are scaled by an Q /f (y) kinematic prefactor (cf. Eq. 2 and 3), where
The f (y) scaled asymmetries are also often referred to as virtual photon asymmetries in contrast to the usual lepton beam asymmetries. A previous HERMES measurement [14] in the range 0.2 < z < 0.7 is added for completeness. The agreement between the two measurements at different beam energies indicates that the beam SSA does not exhibit a strong dependence neither on the incoming lepton energy nor on x.
Several theoretical models [10, [26] [27] [28] [29] have been developed to describe the beam SSA measurements. In Fig. 7 the A sin φ LU asymmetry amplitudes of π + mesons are compared to two model predictions. The solid curve represents a quark-diquark model calculation [27] , which claims a dominant contribution from the eH ⊥ 1 term over the h ⊥ 1 E term (cf. Eq. 2). In contrast, the dashed curve is a calculation using the chiral quark model [28] under the assumption that the asymmetry arises solely from the h LU · Q /f ( y ) for π + between the HERMES (circles) and CLAS (triangles) measurements. The full square represents a previous HERMES measurement [14] , averaged over the indicated large z range (0.2 < z < 0.7). The outer error bars represent the quadratic sum of the systematic uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty (inner error bars).
rected for the contribution from the decay of exclusively produced VMs. Both models describe the data in the low and middle z-range equally well, while in the higher z-range, where the influence of the exclusive processes in the data increases, the models diverge. In the highz range the quark-diquark model is in better agreement with the uncorrected asymmetry amplitudes while the corrected asymmetry amplitudes exhibit a rise at high z that is described better by the chiral quark model prediction. Since the models are not reliable in the high-z range such a comparison should be treated carefully, and doesn't allow to explicitely rule out any of the models with the available statistical accuracy.
In [29] the A sin(φ) LU amplitude is calculated within a simple quark-diquark model with a final state gluon exchange without requiring the quarks to have spin. There the contribution of the g ⊥ term is considered and the resulting asymmetry compared to the measurements from [19] and preliminary HERMES data on asymmetry amplitude dependence on x. In addition, a pQCD based calculation predicting such asymmetries at a per mille level [38] should be noted.
In conclusion, beam-spin asymmetry amplitudes A [27] , and the dashed curve the chiral quark model [28] .
on the beam energy.
The results of the first measurement of A sin φ LU for negative pions are consistent with zero within the available statistical accuracy. The asymmetry for neutral pions is roughly constant and of the order of 0.03, decreasing to zero only in the lowest and highest z regions.
The variety of components in the polarized crosssection (c.f. Eq. 2) make it difficult to disentangle them and find a dominant source of the beam-spin asymmetry. Two theoretical models which both describe the data well are based on opposite assumptions. Other models which do not include the quark spin degrees of freedom predict sizeable asymmetries. It would be interesting to extend these studies to double-hadron production integrated over the transverse momentum of the hadron pair as there all terms in Eq. 2 that explicitely require intrinsic transverse momentum vanish [39] .
The contribution of exclusive VM production to the SIDIS asymmetries observed indicates that a proper investigation of the hadron production process through fragmentation requires a good knowledge of exclusive meson production mechanisms and corresponding asymmetries. The latter have been investigated using experimental data and Monte Carlo simulations. They were used to obtain the asymmetry amplitudes for pions produced in the fragmentation process in SIDIS without contamination by vector mesons.
In a global analysis the beam SSA combined with longitudinal and transverse target spin asymmetries in singleand double-hadron production, as well as jet asymmetries, if available, will allow a more complete understand- ing of the nucleon structure as well as the underlying mechanisms of the quark fragmentation.
